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Welcome to civilization VI and Civilization VI Wiki! Welcome! Whether you are a returning civ geek or this is your first time playing a 4x game, it seems you have taken the plunge and are interested in Civ 6. The world of civilization can be a little intimidating if you haven't played any of the previous releases, or quite a bit
has changed if you have, so relax and read about how to play Civ 6; your guide to the basics of politics, espionage, war, technology and culture, as well as a lot of other things. Comparing the previous Civilization Games, back in May 2016, 2K Games announced the album Sid Meier's Civilization VI, which will be
released on October 21, 2016 for PC. Leading game designer Ed Beach, art director Brian Busatti, Anton Strenger as senior gameplay designer and Dennis Shirk as lead producer. There's not too much that's been taken from previous games, but a lot has been added to the gameplay. Everything civilization players
loved in Civilization V, we flow forward, in addition to the introduction of a new gameplay from Civilization VI - Dennis Shirk. Civilization VI has been completely rebuilt from previous civ games from scratch with the help of a new engine. Unlike most previous vanilla iterations of Civilization, Civ VI will include a number of
features in the main game that previously required numerous expansions including trade routes, religion, espionage, city-states, tourism and great works. Although all features have been rebuilt for the new engine, most of them are based on the gameplay of Civilization V, with some noticeable changes and
improvements. The number one thing to know is that Civilization VI is not built on the previous engine... All gaming systems have been completely rewritten and rewritten. We have specifically installed it to be very changeable. And we rewrote A.I. from scratch, learning all the lessons we had from Civilization V, so we
know how best to solve some of these problems in military battles and so on. - Ed Beach also paid more attention to the terrain and tiles, the unspoying improvement of the city or production from the city center and the provision of bonuses for placing tile improvements near certain locations. Additional new features
include research on the Tree Civics game-based culture, similar tree technology for cultural improvements and better government structure for those playing in the path of cultural victory, as well as new artificial intelligence mechanics for computer-controlled opponents that include secret leader agendas and randomized
commitments to disrupt an otherwise stable game. Basics/Game Setup( Game Setup) Okay, now that you know what to expect, let's jump into the basics and get you into your first Civ game. You can hit the play now and jump into action, if you want to tinker with the game game You will be able to change the following to
make each game a completely unique experience. Choose civilization: see civilization or in the next section. Complexity of the game: here you can choose the complexity of A.I. inside the game, ranging from Settler (the simplest) to deity (the most difficult). Speed game: This changes the speed of the game worldwide,
both fast (33% faster) and standard (normal speed). Map type: Different styles exist as continents (several large landmasses), Island plates (islands ranging in size from small to large) and Pangaea (One landmass with surrounding islands). Card size: Tiny (ideal for 2 players), Standard (midsize card for 8 players) and
Big (Big card for 10 players). Choosing Civilization, choose between 19 (or 20 after 90 days, or with pre-purchase Aztec civ) Leaders/Civilizations, each with its own unique leader agenda, Leadership Bonuses, Units, Buildings, Districts and or Improvement Tiles. Each of the leaders will have a fixed agenda, as well as a
hidden Agenda. As you trade, you can get gossip information, and from interaction gain more knowledge about other leaders, and your relationship with them grows healthy or chaotic. Each leader has a historic agenda that you learn how you play the game repeatedly. But we will also assign secret agendas to leaders
that you must disclose through espionage. Thus, the diplomatic landscape is much richer. The more you mix all the different personalities into a big soup, the more you end up with a very interesting diplomatic landscape. Leaders /Country Editing by Teddy RooseveltAmerica MontesumaAztec Cin Shi HuanghiTy
CleopatraGeipt Hojo TokimuneJapan VictoriaEngland Catherine De MediciFrance Pedro IIBrazil Frederick BarbarossaGermany TomirisScitia Philippe IISpain GandhiIndia Mwamba NzingaCongo Harald HardradaNorway PericlesGreis TrajanRome Gilgameshumeria SaladinArabia PeterRussia First Turn / Dawn of the
New Era Edit Manufacturing key of various technologies and research options. Once you have decided on all your setups you are going to get into the game. You will most likely start with a settler and warrior, although some countries will have access to a scout instead of a warrior. Pay attention to resources and where
the water is. Some of the best places to settle are near the river to access fresh water, and/or on the coast, within a range of diverse resources like rice, wheat, bananas, cattle, sheep or fish if you are near the coast, which will each give a bonus of 1 euro on food once you have worked them out and will help your city
grow citizens faster from the start. In addition, you want to send another unit to the world around you, but more on exploring a little lower. Next is the choice of technology for research from the tree of technology. Your original solution is between ceramics, livestock, mining, sailing and astrology. Astrology. You want to
learn more from tech wood, the key on the left will be useful for understanding the icons and images found in the menu, or finishing the technology page, which is a very useful resource. Before you can finish your first turn you need to decide your first production, or what permanent element (building or unit) you want to
create. You'll be able to build a monument in the city center (if you play like Rome, they get it for free) that will expand your culture, or you can choose to build a unit. If you feel up to exploring, decide to build a scout that will allow you to go hunting for goodies in the form of tribal villages and other Civs, as well as other
city-states. The next 25 turns with your first unit (warrior or scout) you want to continue to explore, finding good strategic resources and luxurious resources in addition to bonus resources in the nearby area you want to acquire by establishing additional cities. Watch out for tribal villages that can give you serious bonuses
ranging from technology to gold to great jobs on map terrain if discovered with scouts. Watch out for the barbarians, depending on the level of difficulty they can be quite easy to send or may be a pain to deal with. Barbaric scouts themselves are harmless (good luck chasing them around the map for the ancient era), but
they will cause a barbaric raid if left around to report to their camp. Basically once they return to their camp they will send military units to attack your units or raid them. As you continue to explore the nearby world around you, you will be running into city-states, as well as other civilizations, and perhaps even close to
natural wonders. City-state edit some of the quests you can complete for city-state with spies. You may not play like them, but there are different city-states in Civilization VI that are the only cities that operate independently of you player and other rival leaders. Each of the city states has its own political relations,
including going to war and building miracles and more. Being the first to discover the state of the city provides you with an envoy with them. You get additional messengers directly by completing quests for them. Also, periodically you naturally earn additional messengers that can be sent to any city-state that you have
met. More messengers means more influence and a greater share of rewards and potentially becomes Suzerain. Various City-State Types and Bonuses: Religious - Faith Bonuses in the Capital and on the Holy Trade Areas site - Golden Bonuses in the capital and in commercial hub areas - Scientific bonuses in the
capital and in campus areas militaristic - Production Bonuses in the capital and in the camps districts. Cultural - Cultural Bonuses in the Capital and on the Theatre Square Of Industrial Districts - Production Bonuses in and in the industrial zone while building wonders, buildings or areas of civilization that sent at least 3
messengers can become Suzerain for this city-state, and earn a special bonus, unique to this city-state. If more than one civilization sent 3 messengers, then depending on what has the most becomes Suzerain. There may only be one Suzerain for a given city-state at a time. City-states follow their Suzerain into war and
peace with other players. Suzerain gets all the resources the city-state owns, and can also pay gold to temporarily take control of city-state units. Each city-state has a unique icon and Suzerin bonus. If you meet Cleopatra, you need to grow a strong army or risk upsetting it. As you grow you will want to increase your
standing with city-states, but also with your neighbors; other civilizations. (See above the list of leaders, their features, bonuses and special abilities, as well as unique units or other things). Understanding your neighbor's agenda can take a long way between aggressive or peaceful interactions. There will always be
hidden, so you will need to wait until you get to understand that before you can fully understand your future allies or enemies. For example, if you run to Egypt (Cleopatra - the queen of the Nile), she likes leaders who are more aggressive or have a strong army. If you plan to play a passive peace game, it will get
frustrating on you for missing units, or what it will consider weak. She may even go on to denounce you, which will give her Casus Belli to start a war with you after 5 turns. Each of the different leaders will have different styles of play, so you will need to take this into account when meeting them for the first time. Natural
wonders (edit) Natural wonders can cover multiple tiles and the discovery of a natural wonder can trigger a city-state action quest, they also give your block that discovered its bonus experience. In addition, natural wonders give a bonus to the adeptness of the Holy Site areas in which all adjoining tiles receive the No.2
Appeal which can greatly increase your tourism output. Finding natural wonders can be a great boon for your civilization, especially if you can put the city next to them quickly before anyone else can and reap the rewards. Most natural wonders are impassable, but some can be moved through or even worked, like
Pantanal, which provides No 2 Food and No.2 Culture for your civilization. Basic Advanced Game Concept (Editorial) As you continue to play Civ 6, you'll be working on some unique gameplay concepts, namely the idea of housing in cities, or how Food works for your citizens. For example: Each of your cities has a
housing limit that can be understood as a cover for your population. When the city's population reaches a lower number the city is starting to change, growing 50% slower, and once the housing limit is reached, it will grow even slower and stop or decline soon after. To increase your housing, you must have access to
fresh water by building your city next to rivers, mountains, lakes, an oasis or by building an aqueduct. Whenever a settler is selected, no water tiles on the map will be labeled as one of 4 colors: red, gray, light green or dark green, showing you the best water options in which to place a new city center. If you're still with
housing issues, you'd better build a neighborhood area that will increase your housing-based appeal tiles, no matter if it's breathtaking or disgusting. Convenience (editorial) amenities is another of the main concepts of the game, which contributes to what makes cities grow. Amenities work like luck in previous Civilization
games. Since global happiness has been removed and replaced by amenities, now it is one of the things that make people happy, but more locally. So now for every 2 Citizens in the city you have to have 1 Amenities (except for the first 2 citizens). The capital of civilization starts with one default amenities from
entertainment, but additional cities will each start with 0 amenities and require 1 when the 3rd citizen has been reached. There are 6 ways to get positive amenities: Access to luxury resources, Civics, Entertainment (with entertainment complex), Great People, Religion and through the construction of national parks.
Conversely, there are two known ways to get negative convenience: war fatigue and bankruptcy. Each luxury resource gives 1 euro of convenience for up to 4 cities. Luxury amenities are automatically distributed to the cities that need them most, and each city can only get 1 euro of convenience from each luxury, even if
you have less than 4 cities. Note that while the amenities of Entertainment are not global, they can still be used to increase your amenities in other cities. If you have more than 4 cities, every luxury resource will not be able to provide amenities for your entire empire. Facilities will be provided to the 4 cities that need them
most. In this case, every city that provides itself with Entertainment will not require convenience from luxury, allowing these amenities to be shipped elsewhere. Use this information to your advantage by keeping your major cities happy with entertainment by freeing up luxury amenities that will spread to smaller cities that
can't afford to build an entertainment complex. Science and Culture A look at the new Eureka! Bonus that enhances the research technology that you can get from meeting certain requirements. Science: Science for turn and depends on all kinds of things throughout the game: buildings, wonders, great people, as well as
tile improvements, natural wonders of wonders a few other things. Different technologies are researched when enough science accumulates, depending on the era you are in, or the tech you are researching. As for science, the technology tree is similar to previous Civ games with a major addition: Eureka! bonus, which
can be seen as a kind of quest. Once you meet the requirements, the technology becomes 50% easier to study. Note that if the technology is already under investigation and you are meeting the requirements and get Eureka! Bonus in the middle of it, depending on how far along you, you push it an extra 50%, and if
you're more than 50% already, the technology gets pushed to completion. Culture: Like science, culture also accumulates behind the turn, and there is a new Civic Tree. Advancing across the Civics tree allows you to unlock new forms of government and opens up new policy maps that you can slot in and out of your
government deck for the purposes of specialization and layout changes based on the type of government you choose. Politics has four options: military policy, economic policy, diplomacy policy and wildcard politics. You can change your political cards for free every time you unlock Civic, or with gold whenever you want.
Like technology, every Civic person has their own unique in-game side quest called Inspiration! moments, and like Eureka! moments, some of them you get through the game regularly, and some will require some extra effort. Areas: Each city now consists of districts (only twelve types of districts, not including the city
center) each with its own role and bonuses depending on their type. Areas can be unlocked by technology and are limited by a population requiring 3 citizens in the county. Some buildings can only be built in some areas, and most can accommodate up to 3. Areas get bonuses based on what terrain they are built on or

surrounded by and can greatly increase your city's output. Buildings are no longer trapped in the city center, but can sprawl across your territory as part of the neighborhoods. The map is more important than ever as you are faced with important strategic placement decisions. Campuses and holy sites alike get special
yield increases from accommodation near the mountains (Science for campus, and faith for the Holy Place), but only the former also benefits from a nearby rainforest source. Additional concepts of edit Faith: Like culture and science, Faith accumulates for its turn, and once Civilization reaches a certain amount of faith, it
gets access to the Pantheon, which gives bonuses to their entire empire. Faith is used as an alternative currency as gold and can be used to buy religious As an apostle, a great people, special buildings and in the theocracy the government can acquire the land of combat units. To achieve religious victory, your religion
must become Religion for every civilization in the game. Religion prevails if it is followed by more than 50% of the cities of civilization. Gold: Use gold to buy units, buildings, tiles, great people, switch between policies or upgrade units. Cities, when the city is first created in Civilization VI, all its citizens (population) will
work tiles throughout the city, generating food, production, gold, etc. For example, a campus can be built in three buildings, and you can assign one specialist scientist for each building you built on campus. So if you have built a library and a university, you can appoint 2 academic specialists. Keyboard/Hotkeys Key
Snaps can be installed in the Game Options menu. For each key there is a basic binding and alternative binding, however escape, left mouse button, and right mouse button reserved and can not be associated with any hotkey. Links (edit) Links (edited) civilization 6 switch beginner's guide. civilization 6 switch strategy
guide. civilization 6 switch strategy guide pdf. civilization 6 switch user guide. civilization 6 switch icon guide. civilization 6 nintendo switch beginner's guide. civilization 6 guide pdf switch
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